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Avoid The Rough Seas Of
Mass Hysteria

I was on a battered old excuse for a barge sputtering
along noisily between the many islands of Indonesia.
I had just nearly escaped being eaten by a Komodo
dragon and was fighting for a place to stretch-out on
above the slosh of saltwater, sweat and other
unfortunate body fluids (or remnants of lunch) while
enroute to Sumbawa.
I’d been traveling in Indonesia for nearly 5 months,
learning the culture and geography of the land.
Indonesian people are always friendly. They kindly
greet every traveler with a loud “Hello Mister!”
regardless of gender. But one strange consistency I
experienced was that some Indonesians don’t travel
well. Busses, ferries and trains were always packed
full of travelsick locals. In Indonesia it’s easy to gorge
oneself on the sweet and greasy foods offered at odd
hours of the night and then get sick on whatever mode
of transport you’re on and whomever you’re near.
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On this occasion the seas where a bit choppier than usual and
the boat quaked and swayed like a one-legged flamenco
dancer. I quietly watched one passenger, who earlier was the
envy of us all for he had a hammock, get battered from
ceiling to floor as his hammock upturned and released him to
the pull of gravity. Then those fragile souls who had no
control of their stomachs began to empty them in mass
exodus.

Continued on page 2….

September’s HOT Investment
Your estimated return is 20% annually

Stunning New Property
Another outstanding GSI deal.

Turbo charge your Portfolio. Stylish ½ Duplex: 3 bdrm,
1.5 baths in Terwillegar, SW Edmonton. Incredible new
area, with nearby access to future Ring Road and oil projects.
Poised for massive growth. This 2007 built 1200 sq ft home
rents for top dollar and has everything arranged, including
incredible tenants. Your investment includes: financial
analysis, inspection, insurance, financing, legal fees, basic
accounting, reserve fund, CMA, down payment, annual
statements, market timing and much more!
Purchase price $375K Total investment $95.5K

“Get into action and realize secure, long-term profits”
Give us a call to secure this property now!
Toll Free: 1-888-780-5940 Direct: 81-28-638-4155

Already producing a great RETURN.
Visit glennsimoninc.com for the full FEATURE sheet.
Please see Avoid The Rough Seas Of Mass Hysteria...on page 2
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Avoid The Rough Seas Of Mass Hysteria
Article by Glenn Simon Inc.

O ne man, a man named Nolan, came forth and offered
sage advice “Ride the Wave” he said, ”Don’t panic”.
See, travel sickness has some sort of mass psychology –
one person starts and everyone follows, caught up in a
flood of nausea they submit.
That reminds me a little bit of the stock market the past
couple of weeks– maybe not as extreme but at least
similar. Granted, the stock market gave reason to turn your
gut (I know a few bargain hunters that are smiling though).
Panicking to list your house for sale is also type of halfhearted hysteria. Nolan’s comment of “Don’t panic, ride
the wave” is good advice.

It may be time to remind ourselves that markets rise
and fall. And within that ebb lays opportunity. Stock
markets are more knee-jerking than Real Estate but if
you have a plan to hedge against a sudden stock
downturn you’ll not only cover yourself, you’ll
ma ke a tidy profit.
As predicted, Edmonton’s entering into a brief buyer’s
market where the economic fundamentals remain
strong, giving us the cha nce to cherry pick the
best properties.
Join me to take advantage of this lull before we begin
the next wave of ascent.
Smooth sailing
ahead

Inspiration From Donald Trump
Excerpts from Bo Bennett’s article ‘Year To Success’ 7/07
Success is dealing with change, both positive and
negative. The Donald Trump story is one of the most
amazing stories of financial roller coaster rides there
is. He went from real estate billionaire, to being close
to $900 million dollars in debt, back to billionaire in a
relatively short period of time.
Success is making your own mark, regardless of
your upbringing. Donald was raised in a well-to-do
family and had many opportunities and advantages in
his youth. Despite his privileged upbringing, he did
not inherit anything and went on to fame and fortune
through his own business accomplishments.
Success is making the right connections. When
Donald first moved to Manhattan, he was practically
broke. Regardless, he squandered what money he did
have to join one of the city's most exclusive clubs and
met some very influential people.
Success is having an attractive personality. Donald
Trump is funny, smart and honest. He is a very
likeable person who knows the value of
honest admiration.

Success is handling pressure. In 1991 when Trump
was about $900 million in debt, it was his ability to deal
with pressure that allowed him to stay in the game and
eventually pull off one of the largest financial
comebacks in history.
Success is self-promotion. Donald Trump is a very
public figure who uses his popularity to fuel his
success. He has appeared in dozens of movies,
commercials and TV shows and currently stars in a
reality-based TV series. It is reported that 98% of
Americans surveyed know who Donald Trump is.
Success is doing great things for others. There is a
story about an unemployed mechanic who once helped
Donald Trump get his limo working again after it stalled
on the highway. The mechanic did not accept anything
for his services besides a "thank you". Trump was so
impressed with the mechanic's generosity that the next
day he sent flowers to the man's wife, and a letter
certifying that the man's mortgage had been paid off in
full.
Donald Trump (1946 -) is a real estate billionaire, bestselling author and executive producer of The Apprentice
TV show.
Please see Abu Dhabi Considers Canada …on page 3
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Abu Dhabi Considers Canada an Important Energy Producer
By: Claudia Cattaneo, The Financial Post
Published: Monday, August 20th, 2007

Global Energy Players Focus on Alberta, Canada

EDMONTON - At the height of the market meltdown last week, the Abu Dhabi
National Energy Co. broadcast its intention to take advantage of depressed share
prices and cashed-out balance sheets to expand aggressively in Canada's energy
sector, where it hopes to become one of the top-10 producers.
The plan, the first by a Middle East investor in the Canadian energy scene, raised the
question: Why is a state-controlled energy company from one of the lowest-cost, most
prolific oil-producing countries in the world interested in Canada's high-cost industry,
which is also a competing supplier of oil to the United States?
Abu Dhabi, with 420,000 residents, holds 8% of the world's proved oil reserves and
produces about 3 million barrels a day, about the same volume as Canada.
Peter Barker-Homek, the Abu Dhabi-based chief executive of TAQA (as the Abu Dhabi
company is known), explained why the Middle East's unique perspective of the oilpatch
supports more investment in the Canadian West.
He was in Calgary last week to finalize his company's US$2-billion acquisition of
conventional oil and gas producer Northrock Resources Ltd. (renamed TAQA North).
The Middle East is aware of Canada's growing importance as an energy producer,
particularly from its oilsands deposits, but doesn't see Canada as a competitor, said Mr
Barker-Homek.

From Abu Dhabi...With Love

In fact, it's enthusiastic about oilsands' development, said Mr. Barker-Homek, an American
who worked as a senior advisor on mergers and acquisitions at BP PLC, and also at British
Gas and Merrill Lynch, before joining TAQA last year.

"If we start harvesting oilsands, we are setting a floor for (Persian) Gulf oil,
because you have to make oilsands economic, which makes lower-cost oil always
find a market," -Mr. Barker-Homek, TAQA
"If we start harvesting oilsands, we are setting a floor for (Persian) Gulf oil, because you have to make oilsands economic,
which makes lower-cost oil always find a market," he said. "Refineries upgrade themselves to deal with that product and
you have transformed an industry so that it will only be profitable if oil is traded at a certain levels. If you fall below that,
and there isn't enough spare capacity in conventional oil, then you will have a price recovery above that floor so oilsands
can produce again. So, if you are a low-cost provider, as in any industry, you are getting market security at a certain price
level because of other industry participants."
Canada can be a back door to investing in the United States. Buying Canadian oil and gas assets, which sell their
production primarily to the United States, means geographical exposure to that market, the world's top energy consumer,
he said. But Canada also provides investment opportunities that are akin to those in the United States, a place where
Middle East investment has been discouraged.
Please see Abu Dhabi Considers Canada… on page 4
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Abu Dhabi Considers Canada
"Quite frankly ... the United States is so difficult for
anybody to invest in because of (such rules as the)
Patriot Act," he said.

“To accomplish great things, we must not
only act, but also dream; not only plan, but
also believe.” -Anatole France

Indeed, less than two years ago, U.S. aversion for
Middle East money hit close to home when state-owned
Dubai Ports World had to sell its U.S. port operations to
douse a political firestorm. The Dubai company had
bought facilities at six major ports as part of the
acquisition of Britain's Peninsular & Oriental Steam
Navigation Co. The deal was approved by the Bush
administration, but lawmakers threatened to block it,
saying giving a state-owned Arab company control of
U.S. port terminals created a threat to national security.
TAQA is now taking a passive approach to the United
States market, where it has an office in Michigan.

Owners in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi (24.1%), with the rest
traded in the Abu Dhabi Securities Market, wants to hold its
assets in countries where there is rule of law and that are
well developed, he said.

"I don't think you can ignore the U.S. as a great place to
invest" Barker-Homek said. But "we want to build
TAQA as a recognized brand and a recognized member
of the global corporate community, so we don't run the
risk of a response on Capitol Hill that could be
unmeasured." TAQA plans to grow in Canada more
than in any other area around the world in the near
term. By 2012, it wants to grow its overall asset base
to up to US$60-billion, from US$16-billion.

The upshot: TAQA is likely a trail blazer for Middle East
petro-dollars, particularly if its ambitious plan to triple its
production and reserves in Canada in the next 12-months
doesn't catch unusual attention of Canadian policy makers
increasingly weary of foreign takeovers. © Financial Post 2007

Even Middle East oil money appreciates Canada's
politically stable oil barrels. TAQA, whose two major
shareholders are the Abu Dhabi Water and Electricity
Authority (51%) and the Fund for the Support of Farm

"Yes, there are some areas (in Canada's oil and gas industry)
that are higher cost, but I would balance that with the
political and fiscal stability," Mr. Barker-Homek said.
"You may have less bottom line benefit per barrel, but
you've got a more reliable bottom line per barrel, which
given the conservative way we are growing the balance
sheet, it's a great economy to invest in."

Boiling It Down:
Soon we’ll have every Energy Power moving into the
Alberta Oil Sands, everyone knows they’re trying. But like
I’ve said before, energy is just one aspect of Alberta’s
diverse economy. As Edmonton takes a welcomed breather,
now is an excellent time to pick and choose as you build up
your portfolio.
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